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he Ozarks region is a beautiful place to visit and live. Many of 

the visitors to this area decide it would also be a wonderful 

place to reside. Counties in the Table Rock Lake watershed 

have experienced the most rapidly growing population in the 

states of Missouri and Arkansas. This tremendous growth puts pressure 

on the environment not the least of which is the amount of wastewater 

that needs to be treated before it enters our surface and ground waters. 

As the population increases the volume of this waste increases which 

in turn requires a more efficient level of treatment just to keep our 

ground water safe to drink and our streams and lakes clean and clear.

This publication gives insight on the five year journey Table Rock Lake 

Water Quality (TRLWQ) has taken to demonstrate the advanced waste-

water treatment technologies needed to treat this increasing waste-

water problem and maybe more importantly to show how best to insure 

this advanced wastewater treatment technology is managed and main-

tained into the future. If you find after browsing through these pages 

you would like more information, the complete Final Project Report is 

on our web site at: www.trlwq.org. 



Table Rock Lake is lo-
cated within the Upper White 
River Basin watershed, in the 
heart of the Ozarks.  Formed 
by the Table Rock dam in 1952, 
Table Rock Lake is the second 
largest of five reservoirs in the 
Upper White River covering 
over 43,000 acres. The reser-
voir’s drainage basin covers over 
5,000 square miles in both Mis-
souri and Arkansas. It is located 
primarily in Taney, Stone and 
Barry counties in Missouri, but 
about half of the lake’s water-
shed resides in Arkansas.  
 The lake, which is widely 
considered to have the best wa-
ter quality of any in Missouri, is 
quite clear and supports a vari-
ety of fish species including bass, 
crappie and sunfish. The excel-
lent water quality has led to a booming recreation and 
tourism business, with many resorts catering to fishing, 
boating and swimming activities, principally during the 
summer months. The region draws tourists from through-
out the Midwest and around the country. The U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers estimates that the recreational use at 
Table Rock Lake ranges between 30 and 40 million visitor 
hours annually. Along with the Branson tourism industry, 
Table Rock Lake and other reservoirs on the White River 
are responsible for the hundreds of millions of dollars an-
nually pumped into the local economy.  This growth has 
benefited the local economy, but has not come without 
costs.  The large numbers of visitors, an increase in confined 
animal production in the basin, and population growth 
present the greatest challenges to the water quality in 
Table Rock Lake.

Studies have shown that the principal culprits 
affecting the lake’s water clarity and algal biomass levels 
are nutrients, specifically nitrogen and phosphorus. In 
1999, an algae bloom on the Upper James River Arm of 
Table Rock Lake spurred local groups into action that led 
to the enactment of a rule by the Missouri Clean Water 
Commission. Phosphorus concentrations were limited to 
0.5 mg/L from wastewater treatment plant point-source 
discharges in the Table Rock Lake Basin. Results from 
the TRLWQ study by MEC Water Resources Inc. in 
2001 demonstrates that onsite wastewater treatment sys-
tem effluent entering the lake is one of many of the causes 
of deterioration of the lake’s water quality.
 Localized excessive eutrophication and the resulting in-
creases in phytoplankton and lower water clarity in Table 
Rock Lake have been a cause for concern for some time. 

W H A T ’ S  T H E  P R O B L E M ?



W H A T ’ S  T H E  P R O B L E M ?
According to the USGS, water clarity directly above Table 
Rock Dam decreased by an average of 0.82 meters in the 
period from 1974 to 1994. The Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources identified three probable sources of ex-
cessive nutrient loading: municipal sewage discharges from 
wastewater treatment plants, residential onsite wastewater 
treatment systems associated with increasing populations, 
and livestock and poultry wastes from northwest Arkansas 
and the western portion of the watershed. University of 
Missouri researchers had identified onsite wastewater 
treatment systems as a problem for Table Rock Lake’s wa-
ter quality in the early 1980’s.
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Right: Nutrient loading from municipal treatment plants has caused excess algae 
growth in the James River Arm.



Table Rock Lake Water Quality, 
a 501(c)3 non-profit corporation, was formed in 1998 by 
the Table Rock Lake Area Chamber of Commerce in 
response to their member’s water quality concerns. The 
chamber recognized the potentially devastating impact 
that decreasing water quality could have on the region’s 
tourism industry.
 The Board of Trustees of TRLWQ first concentrated 
on self-education, knowing full well it would be a con-
tinuing long-term process. TRLWQ continues to be 
involved in solving water quality issues; causes of the 
problems; origination of the pollution sources; coopera-
tion with the various local, state and federal agencies and 
public leaders; cooperation with other water quality orga-
nizations; education of the public on water quality issues; 
and how TRLWQ can make a difference.  Early on the 
board decided that TRLWQ would be an action group, 
with projects that actually stop water pollution sources 
and accomplish those projects in a determined, positive, 
helpful and organized manner.
 TRLWQ’s original mission to improve the water qual-
ity of Table Rock Lake was later expanded to maintaining 
and improving the quality of ground and surface waters 
of the Table Rock Lake watershed.
 In 2000, the Director of the Missouri Depart-
ment of Natural Resources (MDNR) met with the 
TRLWQ Board to pledge the full support of the 
Department to the efforts of TRLWQ. At this meeting, 
he identified the three major causes of pollution in Table 
Rock Lake: discharges from sewage treatment plants, 
runoff of waste products from poultry and other animal 
operations and effluent from individual onsite wastewa-
ter treatment systems in the watershed. It was decided at 
this meeting that TRLWQ would focus its efforts on the 
problem of failing onsite wastewater treatment systems 
and other decentralized wastewater treatment systems in 
the Table Rock Lake Watershed. 

What is the 

Mission of TRLWQ?

Table Rock Lake is located in the heart of the Ozarks on the Arkansas-
Missouri border.

The Table Rock Lake basin is divided between Missouri and Arkansas 
and consists of the James River and Beaver Lake basins.



The Ozark landscape is characterized by karst to-
pography made up of highly porous carbonate, lime-
stone bedrock overlain by very thin, rocky soils. The 
region also contains many caves, sink holes, and sub-
terranean channels which convent flow directly from 
surface run-off into ground water systems. This karst 
geological structure makes water resources extreme-
ly vulnerable to infiltration of contaminated waters 
from surface activities.
 Failing onsite wastewater treatment systems are 
a significant threat to Table Rock Lake.  TRLWQ 
sponsored a study in 2001 that suggested septic dis-
charges were entering the lake.  Enforcement of on-
site wastewater treatment system regulations had 
been lax, and with the characteristic steep slopes, 
fractured limestone and thin soils of the Ozarks, sep-
tic tank effluent receives little if any treatment from 
the natural environment. Remediation of failing, and 
potentially polluting, onsite wastewater treatment 
systems has become a vital requisite to maintaining 
water quality in Table Rock Lake.  
Subsequent site visits and observations around Table 
Rock Lake have backed up the conclusions of the 
2001 septic study. Soils around the lake were found 
to be inadequate for providing treatment for waste-

water with conventional onsite wastewater treatment 
systems. Additional observations show that onsite 
wastewater treatment system failure is widespread.  
Lack of records on failing onsite wastewater treat-
ment systems means there is not sufficient data to 
accurately quantify the extent of the problem, but 
75 to 90 percent of existing systems over 5 years old 
are estimated to be failing today.  Given the fractured 
nature of the local geology and the large number 
of metal, rusted tanks, it is likely that many of the 
failures will not even surface, but run straight into 
groundwater and cause widespread contamination 
of drinking water.

WHY ONSITE WASTEWATER SYSTEMS FAIL IN THE TABLE ROCK LAKE WATERSHED
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Conventional septic tanks and lateral fields rely on the correct quantity and type of soil to provide proper treatment of effluent before it enters ground or 
surface waters. The above diagrams illustrate how these systems work.

Effluent follows fractures in the rocks layers and enters Table Rock Lake 
untreated due to the lack of soil needed for proper treatment.



THE PURPOSE of the 2001 Lakefront Septic Effluent 
Study was to determine if effluent from onsite waste-
water systems located near the shoreline was entering 
and polluting Table Rock Lake below the waterline. 
It was hypothesized that if optical brighteners were 
present, so was wastewater effluent. A fluorometer was 
used to detect the optical brighteners from laundry de-
tergent. A boat was used to troll along developed areas 
of the lake as water was continuously pumped through 
the fluorometer from approximately the 3 foot depth. 
When brighteners were detected the fluorometer 
would register a “spike”. A sample would then be taken 
for phosphorus and E. coli. A secchi disk was used to 
determine water clarity. Sampling events occurred on 
July 9th and July 25th of 2001.
 The results show that effluent from onsite waste-
water treatment systems was indeed entering the lake 
and causing water quality problems. 
The levels of phosphorus and E. coli 
were greater and the water clarity was 
less in the developed coves as compared 
with undeveloped coves and the main 
channel of the lake. (It was noted that 
although E. coli levels were greater in 
developed coves, the levels were still in 
the “safe for body contact” range.) 
 These pictures were taken when the 
level of the lake had dropped 8 to 10 feet 
below normal exposing flows of waste-
water effluent that would normally en-
ter the lake under the waterline. 
 The complete report on the Waste-
water Effluent Study can be found on-
line at: www.trlwq.org. 

Septic effluent enters the lake in front of these homes. Property owners may 
have no idea their system is failing as the effluent travels down to the rock 
layers and enters the lake. Normally all three of these entry sites would be 
under water when the lake is full.



In May of 2002, Table Rock Lake Water 
Quality (TRLWQ) brought together a distinguished 
group of community, business and government leaders 
for the purpose of writing and submitting a “white paper” 
to the federal government. The goal was for TRLWQ to 
receive a $2 million grant combined with $667,000 in lo-
cal matching funds to construct demonstration projects 
for advanced onsite wastewater treatment systems.  
 The objective of the wastewater initiative project 
would be to reduce the impact of wastewater discharges 
to the lake from inadequate decentralized treatment sys-
tems; to develop a unique management system that would 
ensure long-term improvement of water quality at a cost 
that is affordable to residents and to allow for planned re-
gional growth, with a strong emphasis on environmental 
responsibility.
 With the help of Senator “Kit” Bond, TRLWQ re-
ceived a $2 million appropriation in the 2002 federal bud-
get funded as part of the National Community Decen-
tralized Demonstration Project. This national project, 
formed in 1999, had the goal of jump-starting the process 
of technology transfer of various decentralized wastewa-
ter treatment options. The Table Rock Lake Demon-
stration Project was administered by the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) from its Washington, D.C. of-
fice. “Reversing pollution in Table Rock Lake is vital to 

restoring its pristine beauty,” said Bond. “The $2 million 
in federal funding…will go a long way toward protecting 
the local environment.”
 Although most people agreed that traditional sep-
tic tanks and lateral fields were polluting Table Rock 
Lake, there was no consensus on what advanced on-
site wastewater treatment systems (OWTS) were 
best suited to replace these failing systems in the Table 
Rock Lake area. The demonstration project was de-
signed to identify what advanced wastewater treatment 
systems were available, determine if they were suited 
to this area, and then install and test them on an ac-
tual site. The results of this project were the identifica-
tion of the best ways to deal with wastewater from one 
home or a cluster of homes without polluting surface or 
groundwater. 
 Another important goal of this project, and one that 
has national significance was how to administer the on-
going maintenance of these systems. Advanced OWTS 
require periodic maintenance to continue to operate ef-
fectively . This maintenance is beyond the capability or 
desire of most homeowners. The demonstration project 
tested the feasibility of a Responsible Management En-
tity (RME) to own, operate and maintain the wastewater 
treatment system so the property owner’s only responsi-
bility is to pay a monthly sewer fee. 

WHY A DEMONSTRATION PROJECT? 
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Through the efforts of Senator “Kit” 
Bond, Table Rock Lake Water 
Quality became the seventh Na-
tional Community Decentralized 
Demonstration Project.



The objectives of the 
Demonstration Project were:

Demonstrate advanced onsite waste-
water treatment technologies for 
Table Rock Lake region. 
This would be done through installation of advanced 
OWTS with scientific observation and monitoring of 
their effectiveness and performance. 

Demonstrate management solutions 
for advanced systems. 
This project was designed to be a learning process that 
would provide invaluable experience and expertise in the 
field of wastewater management for advanced OWTS. 
This experience was only possible through field testing of 
systems and was considered one of the most valuable data 
and information products of this project. 

Identify and address legal impedi-
ments to a widespread implementation 
of advanced systems. 
This Project also sought to change the status and ac-
ceptance of advanced OWTS both at the local and state 
level.

Create soil suitability map for Onsite 
Wastewater Treatment Systems.
Wastewater treatment for OWTS largely depends on 
the suitability of the soil where the system is installed. A 
soil evaluation from a properly trained soil scientist is the 
first step in the OWTS design process. In all cases the 
solids must be removed from the septic tank routinely, 
but treatment of the effluent or liquids is traditionally 
accomplished through soil absorption and action by micro-
organisms.  

Demonstration Project Objectives



After much discussion with soil scientists, engineers, 
and other professionals, the project team determined that 
the creation of a flow chart or matrix was unreasonable 
since there were too many soil and land characteristic 
variables to include in a simple chart. The project team de-
cided to hire an engineering firm with experience working 
with the decentralized industry and have them develop a 
GIS-based program that would produce a simple color-
coded map of soil potential based on the many variable 
conditions of the landscape and geology.
 A Geographic Information System (GIS) is an excel-
lent aid in addressing the nearly infinite number of pos-

WHAT DOES THE SOIL TELL US?
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Above and Below: The red areas on these maps indicate conditions in which 
conventional septic tanks and lateral fields are prone to failure.

Left: A Soil Scientist explained the types and colors of soil.

sible soil characteristics.  In GIS, spatial data is layered over a base 
map.  In the case of this task, the project team used soils mapping 
from the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) as the 
base map.  The project team then used the GIS to develop a com-
posite map based on a series of quantitative scores used to judge 
various soil and land characteristics.  The map details areas within 
given ranges for particular composite scores. The maps are not in-
tended to make decisions for an individual site.



A Look at the Rules & Regulations
A key component of implementing advanced wastewater 
treatment includes updating regulations that govern these 
systems. Without codes requiring the proper installation 
and maintenance of advanced OWTS much remains at 
the discretion of the property owner, installer or devel-
oper who may not have proper education/training to 
make the best decision. In addition, maintenance of these 
advanced OWTS is critical to their success and must be 
included in any implementation plan. 
 One task was to review local county health depart-
ment existing ordinances and determine the need for re-
visions to reflect needed changes to wastewater treatment 
regulations and policies. A firm was hired with expertise 
with wastewater ordinances nationwide to review and 
recommend changes. A revised wastewater ordinance was 
put into place effective September 1, 2007 incorporating 
these recommended changes including renewable operat-
ing permits for advanced OWTS. To renew their permit, 
a property owner must provide documentation that rou-
tine maintenance is being performed on the system.

Choosing the Demonstration Sites
Sites were chosen for onsite demonstration based on spe-
cific criteria and surveys of individual homeowners. Press 
releases advertised the project seeking to cost share on re-
mediation of failing onsite wastewater treatment systems 
for area homeowners. Once individuals applied to be a 
part of the project, Demonstration Project staff visited 
homeowners and conducted extensive site evaluations 
to obtain an indication of the environmental need at the 
site and the interest level of the homeowner or property 
owner. An example of the evaluation criteria is shown in 
Table 1 (Next Page).
 During the site visit, project staff also assessed the level 
of cooperation this individual exhibited and their level of 
enthusiasm for maintaining the system. In addition to 
these criteria, the property was evaluated to determine if 
there was adequate area to install an advanced OWTS 
with an appropriately sized effluent dispersal field. Once 
a property was selected for remediation, the installation 
was sub-contracted to a certified advanced OWTS in-
staller and excavator with specific installation instruc-
tions and plans.  

Above & Below: The project team made over 50 site visits. Applicants 
included home owners, resorts, restaurants and subdivisions.

Below: The Project Manager inspected the soil in a soil evaluation 
test pit.
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Above: Applicants were scored (Table 1 below) on attitude, environmen-
tal need, expense and feasibility.



diameter plastic tubing. The highly pretreated effluent is 
taken up by the roots of grass or other plants growing at 
the surface over the drip irrigation field. Evapotranspira-
tion (combined effects of evaporation from the soil sur-
face and transpiration of moisture through plant leaves) 
is a significant factor in removing effluent water from the 
drip irrigation field.
 This technology was designed to disperse filtered, high-
ly pretreated septic tank effluent into the soil treatment 
field.  In a drip irrigation system, the main septic tank 
receives the raw waste, and an additional tank houses the 
biomat and microbiotic aeration chamber through which 
the liquid is filtered and cleaned. A holding tank collects 
the pretreated wastewater and doses the drip field with a 
pump and timing system. The soil for the drip dispersal 
field can be either pre-existing on the site or be brought 
onto the site to provide adequate soil treatment capac-
ity. Drip irrigation provides uniform unsaturated distri-
bution of effluent throughout the lateral field over area 
and time. With the use of timed dosing, the lateral field 
receives treated effluent in equal doses throughout the day 
thereby avoiding the surge of water that normally occurs in a 
conventional system.

Types of Advanced Treatment Systems 
Different types of advanced OWTS were used in 
the National Onsite Demonstration Project includ-
ing constructed wetlands, aeration/fixed film, media 
filters using foam cubes and peat moss, and recircu-
lating sand filters. It was never the intention of the 
project to demonstrate experimental or unproven 
technology but rather to see what existing proven 
technologies best fit the needs of the study area and 
match them to the specific site and soil conditions. 
Once a system was found to produce a treatment lev-
el of sufficient quality for the given application, other 
considerations came into play such as system price, 
ease of maintenance and consumer acceptance. 

Effluent Dispersal Required Innovated Designs
Most existing lateral fields around Table Rock Lake con-
sist of conventional perforated pipe buried 1 to 3 feet 
deep that disperses effluent into the soil and surround-
ing environment. However, the characteristic thin, clay 
soils with a high percentage of rock fragments and the 
highly porous bedrock found in the Ozarks and around 
Table Rock Lake are not conducive to successful use of 
conventional septic lateral fields. Inadequate soil provides 
little treatment while fractured bedrock allows for con-
tamination of surface and ground water systems. Only in 
very few instances were the existing lateral fields installed 
where there was adequate soil depth and treatment ca-
pability.
 This project settled on drip irrigation as the best 
method to disperse the treated effluent from the ad-
vanced OWTS. Drip irrigation systems use underground 
drip emitters placed 6 to 9 inches below the surface and 
2 feet apart, with effluent being pumped through small 

Above & Below: The project used existing proven wastewater treat-
ment technologies to determine the best methods for local conditions.

Technologies included aeration/fixed film (top right 2 pictures) and media 
filters such as foam cubes (above).



Lack of Sufficient Soil Depth
Drip irrigation systems may be used in place of conven-
tional lateral lines where there is insufficient soil depth to 
absorb and treat effluent. The wider dispersal area of drip 
irrigation systems allows for the absorption of more ef-
fluent in shallower soils. In cases where there is adequate 
soil and less rock and gravel fragments, the drip dispersal 
tubing can be trenched into the ground. 
 More often than not, there is not sufficient soil in the 
Table Rock Lake area to provide adequate depth for drip 
dispersal. In these cases, soil is imported to create a treat-
ment field and suitable conditions for vegetative growth 
and uptake of nutrients. A soil bed is constructed and 
drip tubing is laid down then covered with more soil to 
form an absorption zone for wastewater treatment. 
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Upper Left: The premise is to pretreat the effluent as in the two left jars (above left) and then disperse this treated effluent evenly over time and area 
using drip irrigation and time controlled dosing. The brown-tinted treated effluent is stained due to the peat moss. Bottom Right: A drip system can be 
designed to fit on a very small lot by utilizing all available areas.

Insufficient soil is common to the Table Rock Lake area.



INSTALLING THE TREATMENT SYSTEMS



EPA’s Management Model
As wastewater treatment systems evolve, they become 
more complex. Where a conventional system may only 
need to have the tank pumped every few years, the ad-
vanced OWTS have pumps, filters, blowers and control 
panels. These components all require regular routine 
maintenance that in most cases is beyond the capabilities 
or desire of the property owner. EPA has determined that 
one of the most critical parts of insuring a system pro-
vides quality treatment of wastewater effluent to protect 
the environment is proper and ongoing system mainte-
nance. The project decided to demonstrate management 
models as outlined in the EPA’s National Management 
Guidelines publication.

MODEL 3
The Operating Permit Model is used where sustained 
performance of onsite wastewater treatment systems is 
critical to protect public health and water quality. Ex-
amples of locations where this program might be appro-
priate include areas adjacent to estuaries or lakes where 
excessive nutrient concentrations may be a concern. The 
operating permit provides a mechanism for continuous 
oversight of system performance and negotiating timely 
corrective actions or levying penalties if compliance with 
the permit is not maintained. Limited-term operating 
permits are issued to the owner and are renewable for 
another term if the owner demonstrates that the system 
is in compliance with the terms and conditions of the 
permit. Performance-based designs may be incorporated 
into programs with management controls at this level. To 
comply with these performance standards, the property 
owner should be encouraged to hire a licensed mainte-
nance provider or operator.
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Advanced wastewater treatment systems utilize pumps, filters and con-
trol panel that all require routine maintenance for the system to continue 
to operate properly.

Access lids on risers (shown in all pictures on this page) when properly 
fastened in place provide safety for children and pets while still allowing 
for easy maintenance of components.



The Responsible Management Entity (RME) Owner-
ship Model is where the designated management entity 
owns, operates and manages the decentralized wastewater 
treatment systems in a manner which removes the prop-
erty owner from responsibility for the system. History 
has shown that many advanced OWTS installed across 
the nation fail due to lack of maintenance. This program 
is analogous to central sewerage and provides the greatest 
assurance of system performance in the most sensitive of 
environments. Under this approach, the RME maintains 
control of planning and management, as well as opera-
tion and maintenance. The EPA recommends the RME 
Operation and Maintenance Model where large numbers 
of onsite and clustered systems must meet specific water 
quality requirements because the sensitivity of the envi-
ronment is high. Frequent and highly reliable operation 
and maintenance is required to ensure water resource 
protection. Issuing the operating permit to an RME in-
stead of the property owner provides greater assurance of 
control over performance compliance. This allows the use 
of performance based systems in more sensitive environ-
ments than the Operating Permit Model. For a service fee, 
a RME takes responsibility for the operation and main-
tenance. This approach can reduce the number of per-
mits and the administration functions performed by the 
regulatory authority. System failures are also reduced as 
a result of adequate routine and preventive maintenance.
 The project decided to form a new non-profit corpora-
tion, Ozarks Clean Water Company (OCWC), to per-
form the Model 5 RME function. OCWC is an indepen-
dent corporation with its own board of directors, bylaws 
and officers. It not only owns the systems for the Level 5 
portion of the demonstration project, but also owns sys-
tems outside the project. OCWC has already become a 
successful business that will continue to own and oper-
ate wastewater treatment systems long after the project 
is over.
 OCWC was formed in March of 2004 for the specific 
purpose of owning and operating individual and clustered 
wastewater systems in accordance with sections 393.825 
to 393.861 of the Missouri Revised Statutes. OCWC 
is a non-profit corporation with voluntary membership.  
which is gained by applying for and receiving services 
from OCWC. 
 OCWC is governed by a Board of Directors.  The ini-
tial Board of Directors consisted of the six incorporators, 
with two serving a one year term, two serving a two year 

term and two serving a three year term. Directors are now 
elected to 3 year terms by the members at the Annual 
Membership Meeting held in June of each year. 
 OCWC will accept ownership of new wastewater 
treatment systems, but existing systems will necessarily 
have to be capable of operating in compliance with all ap-
plicable regulations. OCWC completed a detailed rate 
study and adopted the initial rate of $28.53 per month. 
This fee covers all necessary operation, maintenance and 
repair work for clustered systems.  Due to the variability 
and complexity of individual advanced OWTS, a sched-
ule of items covered by the rate and items not covered will 
be provided. 

EPA’s  Managemen t  Mode l
MODEL  5

Collection of samples from drip dispersal fields required new and 
innovative ideas.

 OCWC does not have a defined service area, and can 
offer services anywhere in the State of Missouri. The 
MDNR has given written notice that OCWC is recog-
nized as a viable Continuing Authority and is an accept-
able entity to receive funding from the State Revolving 
Fund, a low interest loan program for onsite wastewater 
systems.



New Methods of Sample 
Collection Developed
Monitoring was conducted to scientifically evaluate the 
performance of four of the onsite systems that were in-
cluded in the demonstration project.  The four systems 
were selected to demonstrate how advanced treatment 
technologies popular in other areas of the United States 
could be installed and operated in marginal site condi-
tions in the Table Rock Lake area.  These challenging 
conditions commonly consist of shallow soils and limited 
lot sizes.  

ity lysimeters for subsurface sample collection.  A gravity 
lysimeter, as the name implies, collects soil water as it per-
colates via gravity through saturated soils.  Piezometers 
are vertical pipes inserted into the soil at varying depths 
typically to measure groundwater levels, but they can also 
be used to produce groundwater samples.   
 Subsurface sampling was conducted during each 
monthly site visit if sample was present in the sample con-
tainers.  Monthly monitoring runs were conducted soon 
after rain events to best assure fresh samples.  Sample 
containers were prepared prior to samples runs to assure 
the samples only contained recent subsurface drainage.  
Subsurface samples were collected using two methods:  
(1) Samples from lysimeters were collected in a sample 
container that remained inside of the riser portion of the 
monitoring device. (2) Samples contained in the piezom-
eters were extracted using a peristaltic pump.  
 Subsurface monitoring datasets were reviewed for each 
of the four monitored sites to determine how the data 
would be included in the results and discussion section of 
the project summary report. The plastic sheet lysimeter 
datasets were considered most representative of subsur-
face water quality.
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Above: Samples passed through the soil into the collection pipe and ran 
into a riser that contained a bucket to catch the sample. Below: A control 
collection area was installed under soil having no drip emitters.

 Subsurface water collection devices were installed to 
collect and characterize subsurface water quality in the 
treated effluent dispersal fields.  Control subsurface mon-
itoring devices were also installed at each site to collect 
subsurface samples not impacted by the onsite system ef-
fluent.  
 Subsurface monitoring systems included lysimeters 
and piezometers.  A lysimeter is a device for the collection 
of water moving through the soil.  Lysimeters are typically 
classified into two categories: gravity lysimeters and suc-
tion lysimeters.  The demonstration project utilized grav-

The project team developed the plastic sheet lysimeter collection method.



Monthly sampling events were conducted for each of the 
four monitored systems.  Electronic rainfall gauges were 
installed at each site to provide information on how rain-
fall may affect subsurface sample concentrations.  Sam-
pling locations consisted of septic tank effluent, aerobic 
treatment system effluent and subsurface sample collec-
tors.  Laboratory water quality measurements included 5-
day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5), 
total suspended solids (TSS), ammonia ni-
trogen, nitrate nitrogen, total nitrogen, total 
phosphorus and fecal coliform.  Field mea-
surements included pH, dissolved oxygen, 
conductivity and temperature.
 Typical onsite treatment systems are 
not designed to significantly remove phos-
phorus. However, the subsurface samples 
showed significant reductions in phospho-
rus concentrations after passing through 
the soil treatment field. Effluent BOD5 
and TSS concentrations were consistently 
below 20 mg/L indicating thorough and 
reliable organic and solids removal typical of surface dis-
charging mechanical treatment systems. Subsurface sam-
ples indicated appreciable reductions in phosphorus con-
centrations after passing through the soil treatment. Test 
results from the plastic sheet lysimeter samples showed 
phosphorus concentration reductions in the lysimeter 
samples consistently more than  80% at some sites. Even 
a site with a minimal soil layer between the drip tubing 
and half-pipe lysimeter found phosphorus concentration 
reductions consistently more than 40%. These results re-
flect the soils capacity for phosphorus removal.

SHARING THE PROJECT
One of the most important components of the project 
was the two way communication between the public and 
the project management team. To help with this commu-
nication, a Community Involvement Group (CIG) was 
formed for this purpose. The committee was made up of 
a broad variety of local citizens and stakeholders repre-

senting the public interest in areas such as home owners, 
realtors, bankers, septic tank pumpers, resort owners, de-
velopers, educators, senior citizen groups, environmental 
groups, and others. Committee members communicated 
project information to other interested parties within the 
local community and provided feedback from the local 
community.

RESULTS OF MONITORING

Phosphorus removed by the soil at a typical demonstration site.

 In addition, the program coordinator conducted pow-
erpoint presentations utilizing photographs taken of the 
various tasks from the demonstration project at public 
meetings held locally, statewide and nationally. Meetings 
and groups included Missouri Smallflows Organization, 
National Onsite Wastewater Recycling Association,  
Neighbors and Friends of Table Rock Lake, EPA Re-
gional Decentralized Meetings in Kansas City, Dallas and 
Biloxi, WEFTEC Decentralized Breakout Session, Bran-
son Area Leadership Seminar, Table Rock Lake Board 
of Realtors, and numerous other meetings held in the 
watershed.
 Public education will continue after the project through 
the use of brochures and information on the Table Rock 
Lake Water Quality web site:  www.trlwq.org.
The complete monitoring results in the Final Project Report may 

also be found online.
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Above & Below: Over 50 people attended “Demo Days” which fea-
tured a septic tank pumping and educational displays.

The Project Advisory Board (PAB) toured a project site.

The Program Coordinator talked about the demonstration project to a 
group (above) at Bennet Springs, MO. Over 100 people braved a thunder-
storm to attend a public meeting (below) in Shell, Knob, MO.

A group of dignitaries learned about the operation of a constructed wetlands.



The major results from the Demonstration Project:

Acceptance of Advanced Treatment: Although advanced OWTS have been in use 
nationwide, most systems installed in the Table Rock Lake watershed  continued to be 
conventional septic tank and lateral field systems. The demonstration project gave the 
regulatory community the scientific information and experience needed to now require 
advanced OWTS and drip irrigation systems when site conditions do not allow a conven-
tional OWTS to function properly.

Installation of Drip Irrigation in Imported Soil: The project developed an innova-
tive method of installation of drip irrigation in imported soil. This method has gained the 
acceptance of the local and state regulatory agencies allowing an advanced OWTS to be 
installed on a marginal site where no other system could function properly due to limited 
soil, steep slope and/or rocky conditions.

Assist Local Regulators in Ordinance Changes: The local regulatory agency, Stone 
County Health Department, has recognized the importance of requiring better regula-
tions on wastewater treatment systems and has changed their ordinance to reflect the EPA’s 
Model 3 management system that requires a renewable operating permit for advanced 
OWTS. The project’s Program Coordinator was also appointed to the Stone County 
Health Department’s Variance Committee which oversees the permitting of OWTS.

Formation of an ongoing Responsible Management Entity (RME): The only 
option available to developers for operation and maintenance of clustered (decentralized) 
wastewater treatment systems when their subdivision resided outside of a sewered area 
prior to the demonstration project was the formation of a Property Owners Association. 
The formation of Ozarks Clean Water Company, a non-profit sewer company, allowed de-
velopers the option of having an RME handle the ownership, operation and maintenance 
of the treatment plant while the homeowners are provided the convenience of simply pay-
ing a monthly sewer bill comparable to city sewer. 

L E S S O N S  L E A R N E D

Table Rock Lake Water Quality, Inc.
2 Kissee Avenue

P.O. Box 606
Kimberling City, MO 65686

Phone: (417) 739-4100  Fax: (417) 739-9889
E-mail: trlwq@lvbw.net  Web: www.trlwq.net
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